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Call for Papers

White House History Quarterly features articles on the historic White House and its occupants. With 
the knowledge that the White House is one of the most richly documented houses in the world and  
the premier symbol of the American presidency, we publish original research that draws from these re-
sources as well as first-hand interviews, secondary accounts, and the vast wealth of illustrations of all 
kinds, from drawings to photographs, in exploring the many aspects of so extensive a past. We serve a 
varied readership, both popular and academic, interested in history, architecture, and biography, all of 
which we present in the context of the White House and its ongoing traditions.

White House History Quarterly welcomes submissions in the form of abstracts of original scholarship 
from historians, scholars, and artisans of diverse specialties, and former White House staff.

We are currently considering abstracts for issues related to the following topics:

The White House that Wasn’t *

Pets and Working Animals at the White House

The White House and New York

Behind the Scenes at the White House

After the White House

Military Roles in the White House 

The White House and the Sea

The White House During World War II 

The White House and the South

Fine Art and the White House

Additional Topics will be considered for mixed issues and presidential site features.

*Specific topics are needed. Contact the editor for more information by emailing ewerling@whha.org.

Abstracts related to these topics will be considered on an ongoing basis.

A response will be given between 6 to 8 weeks after submission.
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To propose a paper topic for publication consideration, please submit this form 
to the address below (email preferred). The White House History Quarterly  
editorial staff will review the proposal and contact you. To obtain a PDF copy of 
the Abstract Submission Form please email ewerling@whha.org or visit  
www.WhiteHouseHistory.org.

Abstract Submission
Form

date submitted: ___ /___ / 20___

name of author: 

professional affiliation and title:

complete contact mailing address: 

phone:                                                                 email: 

where did you hear about us?

proposed title of paper or topic: 

issue title and number (if known): 

abstract: Please provide a brief summary of your concept for the article (200 words).

Please include a CV or resume with your submission if you have not written for the Quarterly in the past.  
The substance of proposed articles must not have been published elsewhere.  

Visit www.WhiteHouseHistory.org to view the contents of back issues of White House History Quarterly. 

SEND TO: Elyse Werling, Editorial and Production Manager, White House Historical Association
   ewerling@whha.org | P.O. Box 27624, Washington, D.C. 20038 | 202–737–8292  x323


